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Hussein Chalayan spring/summer 2009

Inside Hussein
Chalayan
December 05 2011

BY SOPHIA GONZALEZ/VN - He is
fashion's arch-avant-gardist,
according to the editors. Most any
designer might find the comment
flattering, but not Hussein Chalayan.
He laments the labels handed down
by the press: avant-garde,
experimental, conceptual.

“Conceptual. I hate that word now,”
he once said to actress Tilda
Swinton. He recalled the
conversation with the actress during
a speaking engagement at London’s
Central Saint Martins in November. 

One of fashion’s most cerebral
designers, Chalayan earned his
reputation early on as a graduate
student at CSM. His 1993 graduate
collection consisted of dirtied,
rusted garments, which had been
buried, then exhumed six months
later.

Within the span of Chalayan’s 16-
year career, the designer has made
clothing shoot laser beams, go
postal, evolve from a piece of
furniture, explode into floatable
lifejacket devices, shatter into a
thousand pieces of sugar glass, and
much more besides.

*Photos courtesy of catwalking.com
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But for all his vivid creativity, the British designer believes he
remains largely misunderstood. “Fashion is not an industry
that is taken seriously,” says Chalayan. “People forget that
it’s a part of culture. I see it really as something that can
shape our way of living and the way we think and do things.”

Duality is the force that motivated Chalayan to construct a
moulded aeroplane dress with moving panels and transform a
coffee table into a wearable wooden skirt. It manifests itself
in all aspects of his life and, more broadly, in human nature.
Behind every fantastical creation, there's a conflicting
struggle between conceptual and commercial; mystical and
technological; public and private.

Chalayan begins each collection from the one before, a two-
to three-part progression of ideas. He likens the process to
fixing a pot of curry, in which he intensifies the taste by
adding new ingredients to the base each passing season.

As an artist, his work is a reflection of his own personal
experiences and history. Born a Turkish Cypriot, Chalayan
spent most of his childhood on the troubled island nation
before committing full-time to London. 

Themes of multiculturalism and cultural ambiguity regularly
appear in his catwalks. His Autumn/Winter 2002 collection
began with a model in full, traditional Turkish costume –
purchased, not designed by Chalayan. Model after model, the
designer stripped the Turkish details away and replaced them
with minimalist Western elements. The juxtaposition
questioned the Western world’s sense of superiority over
ethnic dress.

In his Autumn/Winter 2003 collection, a stage outfitted with a
trampoline, a confessional and a coffin-like boat symbolised,
respectively, hope, sin, and salvation. A model bounced on
the trampoline in a vain attempt to reach the Divine.
Embroidered olive branch patterns on the clothes hinted at
how sin, once planted, could grow out of control. Salvation
presented itself in the form of inflatable skirts and jackets.
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“I always cared that the presentations were like cultural
events,” he says. “You’d have live music. And you’d have the
clothes presented in sequences. In a way, I wanted it to be
how I would like a fashion show to be.”

But then the press – distracted by the conceptual showings –
would snap photographs only of the showpieces. In fact,
Chalayan says, the majority of his collections are wearable.
“That’s how we actually survived as a business. We sold
clothes.”

He is a master at cutting, able to layer and drape fabric so
that a dress might appear to have been inspired by the
shifting of tectonic plates. Chalayan often couples his skills
with advanced technology, producing a skirt that flares
outward with electricity and a remote-control dress that
opens up to reveal layers of tulle underneath. In another
instance, Chalayan designed a dress customised with 15,000
LEDs - a video projectable dress.

But it is the body, not technology, that is always at the core
of his work. Rarely do Chalayan’s creations stand alone. This
is because the designer believes that through the body, his
ideas and clothing become alive. To witness his ideas
transform into reality, Chalayan says, brings him the greatest
satisfaction. “I know when I’ve captured the right moment,”
he continues, “maybe that’s when it becomes spiritual.”

It took some time before the designer had this confidence,
before Chalayan was able to trust his own intuition over the
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critique of journalists. Of course all of his work – the shows,
associated films and installations – is public. And the topics he
tackles such as migration, alienation, politics and chaos
encourage social commentary.

The British designer remains a private individual, saying: “I do
see myself as a bit of an outsider, but I’ve made the outsider
a thing unto itself actually... Even if I am niche, even if it [my
work] is quite specialised, maybe other people can be
inspired by it and in the same way.”


